Aperiodic stochastic resonance in a hysteretic population of cardiac neurons.
Aperiodic stochastic resonance (ASR) is studied for a densely interconnected population of excitatory and inhibitory neurons that exhibit hysteresis. Switching between states in the presence of noisy external forcing is represented as a "competition between averages" and this is further explained through a semianalytical model. In contrast to energy-based approaches where only the timing of a switch between states is represented, the competition between averages also identifies the input history responsible for a switch. This last point leads to some interesting conclusions regarding cause and effect in the presence of noisy forcing of a hysteretic system. For example, at subthreshold inputs, it is found that the input history causing a switch between states is primarily dependent upon the noise level even though the corresponding time to switch is sensitive to both the distance from the threshold and the noise level. Since the application considered here is to cardiac neuronal control, control performance is considered over the full input range. Noise tuning for adequate control performance is found to be unnecessary if the noise level is high enough. This is consistent with studies of ASR for sensory neurons. Another observation made here that may be of clinical significance is that at higher noise levels, constraints placed upon inputs to ensure adequate control performance are likely to depend upon the switching direction.